RESOLUTIONS OF THE 2000 ANNUAL MEETING
ARCATA, CALIFORNIA

THE RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE, solemnly assembled on this 17th day of September annum Domini 2000, recommends that the geographers here present do proclaim and affirm the following resolution:

WHEREAS the faculty, staff, and students of the Geography Department of Humboldt State University did: arrange the mountain goat climb to Founders Hall, relieving one and all of several pounds; test our orienteering skills with randomized building numbers and maps found only in Founders Hall; reach an historical high in fundraising by losing half of all the advanced registrations; demonstrate that APCG members must provide their own vans and drivers for field excursions; introduce us all to the cultural diversity of Arcata Plaza and the “Lumber Jack,” which saves both trees and cannabis; and

WHEREAS President Tina Kennedy did promote superior listening skills by her dignified example of the use of a mouthpiece; Joe Leeper irresponsibly failed to provide samples of his presentation materials and failed to indicate directions to the hemp clothing store for smoking jackets; Steve Cunha provided excellent and useful BARK and demonstrated superior knowledge of the Carolinas in the presence of President McCrone; Paul Starr set new sartorial standards for “Dressing for Success” and provided a new research assignment for Susan Sargent’s next edition; Tom Eley produced the meeting’s longest abstract, 118 words over the allowed maximum; and

WHEREAS the Pacific Lumber Company gave us a fine tour and is teaching salmon how to migrate upstream; Humboldt farmers are raising the largest marshmallows in human history; Humboldt bears are stripping trees and, therefore, should be replaced by people eating grizzlies; and

WHEREAS Steve Cunha, Judy Walton, Stephen Frenkel, Margaret Pearce, Mark Wilson, Mary Beth Cunha, Tony Rossi, Chris Haynes, Joe Leeper, Paul Blank, and wonderful students did arrange the year 2000 conference of the Association of Pacific Coast Geographers in
WHEREAS the arrangements for presentations, lunches, the salmon feast, president’s reception, and banquet created the perfect milieu for our deliberations; and

WHEREAS the support of our meeting by President Alistair McCrone and the presence of Mayor Connie Stewart are deeply and sincerely appreciated.

THEREFORE be it resolved that this assembly of geographers does forthwith and officially proclaim its thanks to Humboldt State University and to all its magnificent hosts and hostesses for a most exciting and stimulating conference.

Adopted unanimously this 17th day of September AD 2000, at Humboldt State University.

Attested by:
Donald F. Lynch,
Scrivener